N.C. Central 5, Howard 2

**Singles competition**
1. CUCALON, Gabriel (NCCU) def. Ismael Kaouache (HOWM) 6-3, 6-4
2. KONTOPOULOS, Theo (NCCU) def. Williams Jones III (HOWM) 6-2, 7-5
3. CALLEGARI, Davide (NCCU) def. Laguna Foster Jr. (HOWM) 6-0, 6-1
4. BROMLEY, Sebastian (NCCU) def. Spencer Kelly (HOWM) 6-4, 6-2
5. KONOVALOV, Maksym (NCCU) def. Karim Shokeir (HOWM) 1-6, 7-5, 1-0 (10-6)
6. Cole Gittens (HOWM) def. CAMPBELL, Brooks (NCCU) 6-3, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Ismael Kaouache/Williams Jones III (HOWM) def. KONOVALOV, Maksym/CUCALON, Gabriel (NCCU) 7-6 (9-7)
2. CALLEGARI, Davide/KONTOPOULOS, Theo (NCCU) def. Cole Gittens/Laguna Foster Jr. (HOWM) 6-4
3. Karim Shokeir/Sagar Ragu (HOWM) def. BROMLEY, Sebastian/JUEZ TORRES, Pablo (NCCU) 6-2

Match Notes:
N.C. Central 2-6
Howard 0-7